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1.

Applicant / Contact Information
Owner/Developer:

PT Cloverleaf, LLC
Attn: Joe Desjardin
1864 Woodmoor Drive, Suite 100
Monument, CO 80920
(719) 476-0800

Engineer:

JR Engineering, LLC
5475 Tech Center Drive, Suite 235
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
Attn: Mike Bramlett (303) 267-6240
mbramlett@jrengineering.com

SWMP Administrator:

To Be Determined

Contractor:

To Be Determined

2. Site Description and Location
The site is located in Sections 23 and 24, Township 11 South, Range 67 West of the Sixth
Principal Meridian, in the County of El Paso, State of Colorado. The subdivision will
replat portions of Tract H of Woodmoor Greens, Tract F of Woodmoor Greens vacation
L496-500 and a Portion of Tract B of Woodmoor Placer. Cloverleaf is a 37.28 acre,
single family-development and is comprised of 132 lots and associated infrastructure. Lot
1–Lot 132 will be an urban subdivision proposed for RS-6000 zoning. The site is
bounded by Walters Commons Townhomes and Country Ridge Condos to the south,
Bowstring Road to the west, Woodmoor Greens and Woodmoor Place subdivision to the
north and Cloverleaf Road to the east. The nearest street intersection is located 500 feet
northwest of the intersection of Cloverleaf Road and Higby Road. See Appendix A for a
vicinity map.
Cloverleaf is currently unoccupied and undeveloped. The existing ground cover is sparse
vegetation and open space. The development of the proposed site will include
implementation of BMPs, site grading, utility and storm installation, roadway paving,
associated residential site development, and removal of temporary BMPs. Refer to the
GEC plans in Appendix C for the phasing of BMPs.
Site details:
a. Estimated area to undergo disturbance: 43.03 acres
i. Offsite grading is to be expected for this project.
b. Estimated 100-year runoff coefficients:
i. Historic: C = 0.36
ii. Developed: C = 0.59
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c. Soil Type: Site soils include Tomah-Crowfoot loamy sand, 3 to 8 percent slopes.
All of the soils are classified as Hydrologic Soils Group B (Soils having a
moderately infiltration rate when thoroughly wet, which have a moderate runoff
potential). Refer to Appendix B for a soils map. Eroded soil may adversely impact
downstream drainage ways. BMP’s will be installed and maintained to mitigate
adverse impacts due to soil erosion.
d. Soil erosion potential and potential impacts upon discharge:
i. Conduct land-disturbing activities in a manner that effectively reduces
accelerated soil erosion and reduces sediment movement and deposition
off site.
ii. Schedule construction activities to minimize the total amount of soil
exposed at any given time.
iii. Establish temporary or permanent cover on areas that have been disturbed
as soon as practical after grading is completed.
iv. Design and construct temporary or permanent facilities to limit the flow of
water to non-erosive velocities for the conveyance of water around,
through or from the disturbed area.
v. Remove sediment caused by accelerated soil erosion from surface runoff
water before it leaves the site.
vi. Stabilize disturbed areas with permanent vegetative cover and provide
permanent storm water quality control measures for the post-construction
condition.
e. Existing vegetation: Native meadow grasses (approximately 70% coverage),
determined using a combination of visual field verification and aerial inspection.
f. Location and description of potential pollution sources: Potential sources of
pollution include: Onsite waste management, portable toilets, onsite vehicle
fueling, and outdoor storage, vehicle tracking pads, dust management, and
temporary stock pile. The locations of these sources are shown in the GEC plans
in Appendix C or will be determined by the contractor.
i. Non-industrial waste sources such as worker trash and portable toilets –
Clean up litter and debris from the construction site daily and worker trash
receptacles will be located by entrance/exit for easy removal/replace
access. All portable toilets should be kept a minimum of 50 feet from a
storm drain inlet or drainage course and secured to the ground. Toilets will
be cleaned regularly and inspected daily for any spills or leaks. Waste
disposal bins will be reasonably maintained at regular intervals to check
for leaks and overflow capacity, and will be emptied routinely to prevent
overflow.
ii. Routine maintenance activities involving fertilizers, pesticides, detergents,
fuels, solvents, oils, etc. – oil, grease, coolants, etc. that leak onto the soil
or impervious surface should be cleaned up as soon as possible and on-site
personnel notified.
iii. Vehicle, equipment maintenance, and fueling – all designated fueling and
maintenance areas shall be located a minimum of 100 feet from any
drainage course whenever possible. If the fueling area is located on a
pervious surface, the area shall be covered with a non-pervious lining so
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g.
h.

i.

j.

as to prevent soil contamination by way of infiltration. Any spillage shall
be cleaned up immediately.
iv. Raw materials, intermediate products, byproducts, process residuals,
Finished products, containers, and materials storage areas can be sources
of pollutants such as metals, oils and grease, sediment and other
contaminants. Where practical, conduct operations indoors. Where
impractical, select an appropriate temporary or permanent covering to
reduce exposure of materials to rainfall and runoff.
v. Vehicle tracking controls (VTC) provide stabilized construction site
access where vehicles exit the site onto paved public roads. An effective
vehicle tracking control helps remove sediment (mud or dirt) from
vehicles, reducing tracking onto the paved surface. With aggregate
vehicle tracking controls, ensure rock and debris from this area do not
enter the public right-of-way. Inspect the VTC for degradation and
replace aggregate or material used for a stabilized entrance/exit as needed.
vi. Wind erosion and dust control BMPs help to keep soil particles from
entering the air as a result of land disturbing construction activities. Dust
control measures should be used on any site where dust poses a problem to
air quality. Dust control is important to control for the health of
construction workers and surrounding waterbodies.
vii. Stockpile management should be used when soils or other erodible
materials are stored at the construction site. Special attention should be
given to stockpiles in close proximity to natural or manmade storm
systems. Soils stockpiled for an extended period (typically for more than
30 days) mulched with a temporary grass cover once the stockpile is
placed (typically within 21 days). An area that will remain in an interim
state for over 60 days must also be seeded. Use of mulch only or a soil
binder is acceptable if the stockpile will be in place for a more limited
time period (typically 30-60 days). Refer to DCM Vol 2 – Section 3.2General principles - Basic Grading, Erosion and Stormwater Quality
Requirements and General Prohibitions #16 for more information.
Spill prevention and pollution controls for dedicated batch plants: Not applicable
for this site since there will be no dedicated batch plants.
Street sweeping or vacuuming should be conducted when there is noticeable
sediment accumulation on roadways adjacent to the construction site. Typically,
this will be concentrated at the entrance/exit to the construction site. Wellmaintained stabilized construction entrances and vehicle tracking controls can
help reduce the necessary frequency of street sweeping and vacuuming.
Location and description of anticipated non-stormwater components of discharge:
There will be a concrete washout area (CWA) where the cleaning of concrete
trucks could produce a non-stormwater discharge. Proper installation and
maintenance of the CWA will not allow runoff from this area. Another potential
source of non-stormwater discharge could be the irrigation of permanent seeding
(PS). Irrigation will be kept at a rate so as to not create runoff.
Existing basin drainage patterns are generally from northeast to southwest by way
of sheet flow.
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k. Receiving water: A roadside ditch along the west side of Cloverleaf Road will
enter the existing Type C inlet at the northwest corner of Cloverleaf Road and
Higby Road. Also flows from the pond will travel down the proposed street to the
west to the existing Leggins Way, and ultimately to the existing 28”x 42” CMP
beneath Bowstring Road. Runoff from the site will follow historic drainage
patterns, flowing southwest into Teachout Creek, which flows into Monument
Creek, which flows into Fountain Creek.
l. There are no streams that cross the project site.

3. Proposed Sequence of Major Activities
The project will follow standard construction sequences for construction, i.e.,
clearing and grubbing, over excavation, overlot grading, utility installation, and
street paving.
The contractor will be responsible for implementing and maintaining the erosion
and sediment control measures described in this document and the accompanying
design drawings. The contractor may designate these tasks to certain subcontractors
as they see fit, but the ultimate responsibility for implementing these controls and
their proposed function at each phase of the project remains with the contractor.
The order of major activities (with estimated completion dates) will be as follows:
1. Install VTC and other perimeter soil erosion control measures
(June 2021).
2. Clear and rough grade for improvements (June 2021).
3. Install rough cut street control (July 2022).
4. Place Seed and Mulch (July 2022).
5. Clean up and final stabilization (August 2023).
4. BMPs for Stormwater Pollution Prevention
See GEC plans in Appendix C for BMP locations and detail sheets.
a. Erosion and Sediment Controls
i. Structural BMPs:
1. Sediment basins (SB) to collect runoff before it enters receiving
waters (initial, interim)
2. Silt fence (SF) along downstream limits of disturbed areas to filter
sediment from runoff (initial, interim)
3. Stabilized staging area (SSA) near site entrance to consolidate
construction equipment in a stabilized location (initial, interim)
4. Construction fence (CF) to identify limits of construction (LOC)
where silt fence is not needed (initial, interim)
5. Vehicle tracking control (VTC) at site entrance to prevent sediment
from leaving the site via vehicle tires (initial, interim)
6. Rough Cut Street Control (RCS) is material placed after a road has
been cut and before base has been installed for paving (initial)
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7. Erosion Control Blanket (ECB) is used on slopes greater than a 3:1
slope (interim)
8. Temporary stock pile (TSP) to consolidate materials such as topsoil
in a controlled area bounded by silt fence (interim)
9. Inlet protection (IP) around culvert entrances (interim, final)
10. Outlet protection (OP) at culvert outlets (interim, final)
11. Concrete washout area (CWA) to allow a controlled area for
concrete trucks to be washed (initial, interim)
12. Temporary Swale (TSW) to Convey runoff to sediment basins
(initial, interim)
13. Straw Bale Barrier (STB) to be used as check dams in swales to
slow and filter sediment from runoff (initial, interim)
14. Sediment Control Logs (SCL) to slow and filter sediment from
runoff, to be placed behind sidewalks (initial, interim)
ii. Non-structural BMPs:
1. Mulching (MU) to stabilize soils and promote seed growth (final)
2. Permanent seeding (PS) to stabilize disturbed areas (final)
b. Materials Handling and Spill Prevention
i. General Materials Handling Practices:
1. Potential pollutants shall be stored and used in a manner consistent
with the manufacturer’s instructions in a secure location. To the
extent practical, material storage areas should not be located near
storm drain inlets and should be equipped with covers, roofs, or
secondary containment as required to prevent storm water from
contacting stored materials. Chemicals that are not compatible shall
be stored in segregated areas so that spilled materials cannot
combine and react.
2. Disposal of materials shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions and applicable local, state, and federal regulations.
3. Materials no longer required for construction shall be removed from
the site as soon as possible.
4. Adequate garbage, construction waste, and sanitary waste handling
and disposal facilities shall be provided as necessary to keep the site
clear of obstruction and BMPs clear and functional.
ii. Specific Materials Handling Practices
1. All pollutants, including waste materials and demolition debris, that
occur onsite during construction shall be handled in a way that does
not contaminate storm water.
2. All chemicals including liquid products, petroleum products, water
treatment chemicals, and wastes stored onsite shall be covered and
protected from vandalism.
3. Maintenance, fueling, and repair of all equipment and vehicles
involving oil changes, hydraulic system drain down, degreasing
operations, fuel tank drain down and removal, and other activities
which may result in the accidental release of contaminants, shall be
conducted under cover during wet weather and on an impervious
5

surface to prevent release of contaminants onto the ground.
Materials spilled during maintenance operations shall be cleaned up
immediately and properly disposed of.
4. Wheel wash water shall be settled and discharged onsite by
infiltration.
5. Application of agricultural chemicals, including fertilizers and
pesticides, shall be conducted in a manner and at application rates
that will not result in loss of chemical to storm water runoff. Follow
manufacturer’s recommendations for application rates and
procedures.
6. pH-modifying sources shall be managed to prevent contamination of
runoff and storm water collected onsite. The most common sources
of pH-modifying materials are bulk cement, cement kiln dust
(CKD), fly ash, new concrete washing and curing waters, waste
streams generated from concrete grinding and sawing, exposed
aggregate processes, and concrete pumping and mixer washout
waters.
iii. Spill Prevention and Response Procedures
1. The primary objective in responding to a spill is to quickly contain
the material(s) and prevent or minimize their migration into storm
water runoff and conveyance systems. If the release has impacted
onsite storm water, it is critical to contain the released materials
onsite and prevent their release into receiving waters.
2. Spill Response Procedures:
a. Notify site superintendent immediately when a spill, or the
threat of a spill, is observed. The superintendent shall assess
the situation and determine the appropriate response.
b. If spills represent an imminent threat of escaping onsite
facilities and entering the receiving waters, site personnel
shall respond immediately to contain the release and notify
the superintendent after the situation has stabilized.
c. The site superintendent, or his/her designee, shall be
responsible for completing a spill reporting form and for
reporting the spill to the appropriate agency.
d. Spill response equipment shall be inspected and maintained
as necessary to replace any materials used in spill response
activities.
3. Spill kits shall be on-hand at all fueling sites. Spill kit location(s)
shall be reported to the SWMP administrator.
4. Absorbent materials shall be on-hand at all fueling areas for use in
containing inadvertent spills. Containers shall be on-hand at all
fueling sites for disposal of used absorbents.
5. Recommended components of spill kits include the following:
a. Oil absorbent pads (one bale)
b. Oil absorbent booms (40 feet)
c. 55-gallon drums (2)
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d. 9-mil plastic bags (10)
e. Personal protective equipment including gloves and goggles
6. Concrete wash water: unless confined in a pre-defined, bermed
containment area, the cleaning of concrete truck delivery chutes is
prohibited at the job site.
7. Notification procedures:
a. In the event of an accident or spill, the SWMP administrator
shall be notified.
b. Depending on the nature of the spill material involved, the
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
(24-hour spill reporting line: 887-518-5608), downstream
water users, or other agencies may also need to be notified.
c. Any spill of oil which 1) violates water quality standards, 2)
produces a “sheen” on a surface water, or 3) causes a sludge
or emulsion, or any hazardous substance release, or
hazardous waste release which exceeds the reportable
quantity, must be reported immediately by telephone to the
National Response Center Hotline at (800) 424-8802.
5. Final Stabilization and Long-Term Stormwater Management
a. Permanent seeding will be provided to achieve long-term stabilization of the site.
b. Seed Mix: Sand dropseed, or approved equal.
c. Seeding Application Rate: Drill seed 0.25” to 0.5” into the soil. In small areas not
accessible to a drill, hand broadcast at double the rate and rake 0.25” to 0.5” into
the soil. Apply seed at the following rates:
i. Dryland: 20-25 lbs/acre
ii. Irrigated: 40 lbs/acre
d. Soil stabilization Practices:
i. Mulching Application: Apply 1-1/2 tons of certified weed free hay per
acre mechanically crimped into the soil in combination with an organic
mulch tackifier. On slopes and ditches requiring a blanket, the blanket
shall be placed in lieu of much and mulch tackifier.
e. Soil Conditioning and Fertilization Requirements:
i. Soil conditioner, organic amendment shall be applied to all seeded areas at
3 CY / 1000 SF.
ii. Fertilizer shall consist of 90% fungal biomass (mycelium) and 10%
potassium-magnesia with a grade of 6-1-3 or approved equal. Fertilizer
shall be applied as recommended by seed supplier.
f. Final stabilization is reached when all soil-disturbing activities at the site have
been completed, and uniform vegetative cover has been established with an
individual plan density of at least 70 percent of pre-disturbance levels, or
equivalent permanent, physical erosion reduction methods have been employed.
i. The overall project does not solely rely on another entity or control
measures for final stabilization or permanent water quality or detention.
g. Final Stabilization and Long-term Stormwater Quality:
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i. After final stabilization occurs, Stormwater Quality of the site will be
maintained via the use of 4 detention ponds/water quality ponds, all flows
on site will be routed to these ponds and treated.
1. Mowing and Trimming shall occur on a regular basis in the ponds
and at their spillways.
ii. Onsite flows will also be treated via grass swales that route flows present
in open spaces to the storm sewer system which eventually outfalls to the
detention ponds.

6. Inspection and Maintenance
a. Inspection Schedules:
i. The contractor shall inspect BMPs once every 14 days at a minimum, and
immediately (within 24 hours) after any precipitation or snowmelt event
that causes surface erosion (i.e. that results in storm water running across
the ground), to ensure that BMPs are maintained in effective operating
condition.
ii. The contractor will be responsible for any re-excavation of sediment and
debris that collects in the basin depression required to ensure that the basin
meets the design grades following construction. The storm lines shall also
be cleaned and free of sediment once the site becomes stabilized.
b. Inspection Procedures:
i. Site Inspection / Observation Items:
1. Construction site perimeter and discharge points
2. All disturbed areas
3. Areas used for material / waste storage that are exposed to
precipitation
4. Other areas having a significant potential for storm water pollution,
such as demolition areas or concrete washout areas, or locations
where vehicles enter or leave the site
5. Erosion and sediment control measures identified in the SWMP
6. Any other structural BMPs that may require maintenance, such as
secondary containment around fuel tanks, or the conditions of spill
response kits.
ii. Inspection Requirements:
1. Determine if there is any evidence of, or potential for, pollutants
entering the receiving waters.
2. Review BMPs to determine if they still meet design and
operational criteria in the SWMP, and if they continue to
adequately control pollutants at the site.
3. Upgrade and/or revise any BMPs not operating in accordance with
the SWMP and update the SWMP to reflect any revisions.
4. The SWMP should be viewed as a “living document” that is
8

continuously being reviewed and modified as a part of the overall
process of evaluating and managing storm water quality issues at
the site.
5. The QSM will be sufficiently qualified for the required duties per
the ECM Appendix I.5.2.A.
6. The Qualified Storm water Manager shall amend the SWMP when
there is a change in design, construction, operation or maintenance
of the site which would require the implementation of new or
revised BMPs or if the SWMP proves to be ineffective in
achieving the general objectives of controlling pollutants in storm
water discharges associated with construction activity or when
BMPs are no longer necessary and are removed.
iii. BMP Maintenance / Replacement and Failed BMPs:
1. The contractor shall remove sediment that has been collected by
perimeter controls, such as silt fence and inlet protection, on a
regular basis to prevent failure of BMPs, and remove potential of
sediment from being discharged from the site in the event of BMP
failure.
2. Removed sediment must be moved to an appropriate location
where it will not become an additional pollutant source, and should
never be placed in ditches or streams.
3. The contractor shall update the GEC as required with any new
BMPs added during the construction period.
4. The SWMP should be viewed as a “living document” that is
continuously being reviewed and modified as a part of the overall
process of evaluating and managing storm water quality issues at
the site.
5. The Qualified Storm water Manager shall amend the SWMP when
there is a change in design, construction, operation or maintenance
of the site which would require the implementation of new or
revised BMPs or if the SWMP proves to be ineffective in
achieving the general objectives of controlling pollutants in storm
water discharges associated with construction activity or when
BMPs are no longer necessary and are removed.
6. The contractor shall address BMPs that have failed or have the
potential to fail without maintenance or modifications, as soon as
possible, immediately in most cases, to prevent discharge of
pollutants.
iv. Record Keeping and Documenting Inspections:
1. The contractor shall maintain records of all inspection reports,
including signed inspection logs, at the project site.
2. The permittee shall document inspection results and maintain a
record of the results for a period of 3 years following expiration or
inactivation of permit coverage.
3. Site inspection records shall include the following:
a. Inspection date
9

b. Name and title of personnel making the inspection
c. Location of discharges of sediment or other pollutants from
the site
d. Location(s) of BMPs in need of maintenance
e. Location(s) of BMPs that failed to operate as designed or
proved inadequate for a particular location
f. Location(s) where additional BMPs are needed that were
not in place at the time of inspection
g. Deviations from the minimum inspection schedule

10

APPENDIX A – VICINITY MAP
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APPENDIX C – GEC PLANS AND DETAILS
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2880 International Circle, Suite 110
Colorado Springs, CO 80910
Phone 719-520-6300
Fax 719-520-6695

EL PASO COUNTY PLANNING AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT

www.elpasoco.com

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN CHECKLIST
Applicant

Revised: July 2019

PCD

1. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN (SWMP)

1

Applicant (owner/designated operator), SWMP Preparer, Qualified Stormwater Manager, and Contractor
Information. (On cover/title sheet)

2

Table of Contents

3

Site description and location to include: vicinity map with nearest street/crossroads description.

4
5

6

7
8
9

Narrative description of construction activities proposed (e.g., may include clearing and grubbing,
temporary stabilization, road grading, utility / storm installation, final grading, final stabilization, and removal
of temporary control measures)
Phasing plan – may require separate drawings indicating initial, interim, and final site phases for larger
projects. Provide “living maps” that can be revised in the field as conditions dictate.
Proposed sequence for major activities: Provide a construction schedule of anticipated starting and
completion dates for each stage of land-disturbing activity depicting conservation measures anticipated,
including the expected date on which the final stabilization will be completed.
Estimates of the total site area and area to undergo disturbance; current area of disturbance must be
updated on the SWMP as changes occur.
Soil erosion potential and impacts on discharge that includes a summary of the data used to determine soil
erosion potential
A description of existing vegetation at the site and percent ground cover and method used to determine
ground cover

Location and description of all potential pollution sources including but not limited to: disturbed and stored
soils; vehicle tracking; management of contaminated soils; loading and unloading operations; outdoor
storage of materials; vehicle and equipment maintenance and fueling; significant dust generating process;
10
routine maintenance activities involving fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, detergents, fuels, solvents, oils,
etc.; on-site waste management; concrete truck/equipment washing; dedicated asphalt, concrete batch
plants and masonry mixing stations; non-industrial waste such as trash and portable toilets
11 Material handling to include spill prevention and response plan and procedures.
12 Spill prevention and pollution controls for dedicated batch plants
13 Other SW pollutant control measures to include waste disposal and off site soil tracking
Location and description of any anticipated allowable non-stormwater discharge (ground water, springs,
irrigation, discharge covered by CDPHE Low Risk Guidance, etc.)
Name(s) of ultimate receiving waters; size, type and location of stormwater outfall or storm sewer system
15
discharge
Description of all stream crossings located within the project area or statement that no streams cross the
16
project area
14
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN CHECKLIST
Applicant
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PCD

17 SWMP Map to include:
17a construction site boundaries
17b flow arrows to depict stormwater flow directions
17c all areas of disturbance
17d areas of cut and fill
17e areas used for storage of building materials, soils (stockpiles) or wastes
17f location of any dedicated asphalt / concrete batch plants
17g location of all structural control measures
17h location of all non-structural control measures
springs, streams, wetlands and other surface waters, including areas that require maintenance of preexisting vegetation within 50 feet of a receiving water
Narrative description of all structural control measures to be used. Modifications to EPC standard control
18
measures must meet or exceed County-approved details.
Description of all non-structural control measures to be used including seeding, mulching, protection of
19
existing vegetation, site watering, sod placement, etc.
Technical drawing details for all control measure installation and maintenance; custom or other
20
jurisdiction's details used must meet or exceed EPC standards

17i

21 Procedure describing how the SWMP is to be revised
Description of Final Stabilization and Long-term Stormwater Quality (describe nonstructural and structural
22 measures to control SW pollutants after construction operations have been completed, including detention,
water quality control measure etc.)
23 Specification that final vegetative cover density is to be 70% of pre-disturbed levels
Outline of permit holder inspection procedures to install, maintain, and effectively operate control measures
to manage erosion and sediment
Record keeping procedures identified to include signature on inspection logs and location of SWMP
25
records on-site
If this project relies on control measures owned or operated by another entity, a documented agreement
26 must be included in the SWMP that identifies location, installation and design specifications, and
maintenance requirements and responsibility of the control measure(s).
Please note: all items above must be addressed. If not applicable, explain why, simply identifying
“not applicable” will not satisfy CDPHE requirement of explanation.
24

2. ADDITIONAL REPORTS/PERMITS/DOCUMENTS

a

Grading and Erosion Control Plan (signed)

b

Erosion and Stormwater Quality Control Permit (ESQCP) (signed)

3. Applicant Comments:
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a

b

c

4. Checklist Review Certifications:

Engineer of Record:
The Stormwater Management Plan was prepared under my direction and supervision and is correct to the
best of my knowledge and belief. Said Plan has been prepared according to the criteria established by the
County and State for Stormwater Management Plans.
a
______________________________________ _______________
Engineer of Record Signature
Date
Review Engineer:
The Stormwater Management Plan was reviewed and found to meet the checklist requirements except
where otherwise noted or allowed by an approved deviation request.
b
______________________________________ _______________
Review Engineer
Date
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1. GRADING AND EROSION CONTROL PLAN

a

Vicinity map.

b

Adjacent city/town/jurisdictional boundaries, subdivision names, and property parcel numbers labeled.

c

North arrow and acceptable scale (1”=20’ to 1”=100’).

d

Legend for all symbols used in the plan.

e

Existing and proposed property lines. Proposed subdivision boundary for subdivision projects.

f

All existing structures.

g

All existing utilities.

h

Construction site boundaries.

i

Existing vegetation (notes are acceptable in cases where there is no notable vegetation, only
grasses/weeds, or site has already been stripped).

j

FEMA 100-yr floodplain.

k

Existing and proposed water courses including springs, streams, wetlands, detention ponds, stormwater
quality structures, roadside ditches, irrigation ditches and other water surfaces. Show maintenance of preexisting vegetation within 50 feet of a receiving water.

l

Existing and proposed contours 2 feet or less (except for hillside).

m Limits of disturbance delineating all anticipated areas of soil disturbance.
n

Identify and protect areas outside of the construction site boundary with existing fencing, construction
fencing or other methods as appropriate.

o

Offsite grading clearly shown and called out.

p

Areas of cut and fill identified.

q
r

Conclusions from soils/geotechnical report and geologic hazards report incorporated in grading design
(slopes, embankments, materials, mitigation, etc.)
Proposed slopes steeper than 3:1 with top and toe of slope delineated. Erosion control blanketing or other
protective covering required.

s

Stormwater flow direction arrows.

t

Location of any dedicated asphalt / concrete batch plants.

u
v
w
x

N/A

Areas used for staging, storage of building materials, soils (stockpiles) or wastes. The use of construction
office trailers requires PCD permitting.
All proposed temporary construction control measures, structural and non-structural. Temporary
construction control measures shall be identified by phase of implementation to include” “initial,” “interim,”
and “final” or shown on separate phased maps identifying each phase.
Vehicle tracking provided at all construction entrances/exits. Construction fencing, barricades, and/or
signage provided at access points not to be used for construction.
Temporary sediment ponds provided for disturbed drainage areas greater than 1 acre.
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Dewatering operations to include locations of diversion, pump and discharge(s) as anticipated at time of
y
design.
All proposed temporary construction control measure details. Custom or other jurisdiction's details used
z
must meet or exceed EPC standards.
Any offsite stormwater control measure proposed for use by the project and not under the direct control or
aa
ownership of the Owner or Operator.
Existing and proposed permanent storm water management facilities, including areas proposed for
bb
stormwater infiltration or subsurface detention.

PCD

N/A

N/A

cc Existing and proposed easements (permanent and construction) including required off site easements.
Retaining walls (not to be located in County ROW unless approved via license agreement). Design by P.E.
dd and building permit from Regional Building Department required for walls greater than or equal to 4 feet in
height, series of walls, or walls supporting a surcharge.
Plan certified by a Colorado Registered P.E., with EPC standard signature blocks for Engineer, Owner and
ee
EPC.

ff

Engineer’s Statement (for standalone GEC Plan):
This Grading and Erosion Control Plan was prepared under my direction and supervision and is correct to
the best of my knowledge and belief. Said Plan has been prepared according to the criteria established by
the County for Grading and Erosion Control Plans. I accept responsibility for any liability caused by any
negligent acts, errors or omissions on my part in preparing this plan.
_______________________________________ _______________
Engineer of Record Signature
Date

Engineer’s Statement (for GEC Plan within Construction Drawing set):
These detailed plans and specifications were prepared under my direction and supervision. Said plans and
specifications have been prepared according to the criteria established by the County for detailed roadway,
drainage, grading and erosion control plans and specifications, and said plans and specifications are in
conformity with applicable master drainage plans and master transportation plans. Said plans and
gg specifications meet the purposes for which the particular roadway and drainage facilities are designed and
are correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I accept responsibility for any liability caused by any
negligent acts, errors or omissions on my part in preparation of these detailed plans and specifications.
_______________________________________ _______________
Engineer of Record Signature
Date

N/A

Owner’s Statement (for standalone GEC Plan):
I, the owner/developer have read and will comply with the requirements of the Grading and Erosion Control
Plan.
hh
____________________________________ ________________
Owner Signature
Date
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Owner’s Statement (for GEC Plan within Construction Drawing set):
I, the owner/developer have read and will comply with the requirements of the grading and erosion control
plan and all of the requirements specified in these detailed plans and specifications.
____________________________________ ________________
Owner Signature
Date

PCD

N/A

El Paso County (standalone GEC Plan):
County plan review is provided only for general conformance with County Design Criteria. The County is
not responsible for the accuracy and adequacy of the design, dimensions, and/ or elevations which shall be
confirmed at the job site. The County through the approval of this document assumes no responsibility for
completeness and/ or accuracy of this document.
Filed in accordance with the requirements of the El Paso County Land Development Code, Drainage
Criteria Manual Volumes 1 and 2, and Engineering Criteria Manual, as amended.
jj

In accordance with ECM Section 1.12, these construction documents will be valid for construction for a
period of 2 years from the date signed by the El Paso County Engineer. If construction has not started
within those 2 years, the plans will need to be resubmitted for approval, including payment of review fees at
the Planning and Community Development Director's discretion.
_______________________________________ ____________
County Engineer/ECM Administrator
Date

2. ADDITIONAL REPORTS/PERMITS/DOCUMENTS

a

Soils report / geotechnical investigation as appropriate for grading/utilities/drainage/road construction.

b

Use Agreement/easement between the Owner or Operator and other third party for use of all offsite grading
or stormwater control measures, used by the owner or operator but not under their direct control or
ownership.

c

Floodplain Development Permit

d

USACE 404/wetlands permit/mitigation plan

e

FEMA CLOMR

f

State Engineer's permit/Notice Of Intent to Construct

g

Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP)

h

Financial Assurance Estimate (FAE) (signed)

i

Erosion and Stormwater Quality Control Permit (ESQCP) (signed)

j

Pre-Development Site Grading Acknowledgement and Right of Access Form (signed)

k

Conditions of Approval met?
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3. STANDARD NOTES FOR EL PASO COUNTY GRADING AND EROSION CONTROL PLANS

1

2

Stormwater discharges from construction sites shall not cause or threaten to cause pollution,
contamination, or degradation of State Waters. All work and earth disturbance shall be done in a manner
that minimizes pollution of any on-site or off-site waters, including wetlands.
Notwithstanding anything depicted in these plans in words or graphic representation, all design and
construction related to roads, storm drainage and erosion control shall conform to the standards and
requirements of the most recent version of the relevant adopted El Paso County standards, including the
Land Development Code, the Engineering Criteria Manual, the Drainage Criteria Manual, and the Drainage
Criteria Manual Volume 2. Any deviations from regulations and standards must be requested, and
approved, in writing.

3

A separate Stormwater Management Plan (SMWP) for this project shall be completed and an Erosion and
Stormwater Quality Control Permit (ESQCP) issued prior to commencing construction. Management of the
SWMP during construction is the responsibility of the designated Qualified Stormwater Manager or
Certified Erosion Control Inspector. The SWMP shall be located on site at all times during construction and
shall be kept up to date with work progress and changes in the field.

4

Once the ESQCP is approved and a “Notice to Proceed” has been issued, the contractor may install the
initial stage erosion and sediment control measures as indicated on the approved GEC. A Preconstruction
Meeting between the contractor, engineer, and El Paso County will be held prior to any construction. It is
the responsibility of the applicant to coordinate the meeting time and place with County staff.

5

Control measures must be installed prior to commencement of activities that could contribute pollutants to
stormwater. control measures for all slopes, channels, ditches, and disturbed land areas shall be installed
immediately upon completion of the disturbance.

6

All temporary sediment and erosion control measures shall be maintained and remain in effective operating
condition until permanent soil erosion control measures are implemented and final stabilization is
established. All persons engaged in land disturbance activities shall assess the adequacy of control
measures at the site and identify if changes to those control measures are needed to ensure the continued
effective performance of the control measures. All changes to temporary sediment and erosion control
measures must be incorporated into the Stormwater Management Plan.

7

Temporary stabilization shall be implemented on disturbed areas and stockpiles where ground disturbing
construction activity has permanently ceased or temporarily ceased for longer than 14 days.

8

Final stabilization must be implemented at all applicable construction sites. Final stabilization is achieved
when all ground disturbing activities are complete and all disturbed areas either have a uniform vegetative
cover with individual plant density of 70 percent of pre-disturbance levels established or equivalent
permanent alternative stabilization method is implemented. All temporary sediment and erosion control
measures shall be removed upon final stabilization and before permit closure.

9

All permanent stormwater management facilities shall be installed as designed in the approved plans. Any
proposed changes that effect the design or function of permanent stormwater management structures must
be approved by the ECM Administrator prior to implementation.
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Earth disturbances shall be conducted in such a manner so as to effectively minimize accelerated soil
erosion and resulting sedimentation. All disturbances shall be designed, constructed, and completed so
10 that the exposed area of any disturbed land shall be limited to the shortest practical period of time. Preexisting vegetation shall be protected and maintained within 50 horizontal feet of a waters of the state
unless shown to be infeasible and specifically requested and approved.
Compaction of soil must be prevented in areas designated for infiltration control measures or where final
stabilization will be achieved by vegetative cover. Areas designated for infiltration control measures shall
11 also be protected from sedimentation during construction until final stabilization is achieved. If compaction
prevention is not feasible due to site constraints, all areas designated for infiltration and vegetation control
measures must be loosened prior to installation of the control measure(s).
Any temporary or permanent facility designed and constructed for the conveyance of stormwater around,
12 through, or from the earth disturbance area shall be a stabilized conveyance designed to minimize erosion
and the discharge of sediment off site.
Concrete wash water shall be contained and disposed of in accordance with the SWMP. No wash water
shall be discharged to or allowed to enter State Waters, including any surface or subsurface storm
13
drainage system or facilities. Concrete washouts shall not be located in an area where shallow
groundwater may be present, or within 50 feet of a surface water body, creek or stream.
14

During dewatering operations of uncontaminated ground water may be discharged on site, but shall not
leave the site in the form of surface runoff unless an approved State dewatering permit is in place.

15 Erosion control blanketing or other protective covering shall be used on slopes steeper than 3:1.
Contractor shall be responsible for the removal of all wastes from the construction site for disposal in
16 accordance with local and State regulatory requirements. No construction debris, tree slash, building
material wastes or unused building materials shall be buried, dumped, or discharged at the site.
Waste materials shall not be temporarily placed or stored in the street, alley, or other public way, unless in
17 accordance with an approved Traffic Control Plan. control measures may be required by El Paso County
Engineering if deemed necessary, based on specific conditions and circumstances.
Tracking of soils and construction debris off-site shall be minimized. Materials tracked off-site shall be
cleaned up and properly disposed of immediately.
The owner/developer shall be responsible for the removal of all construction debris, dirt, trash, rock,
19 sediment, soil, and sand that may accumulate in roads, storm drains and other drainage conveyance
systems and stormwater appurtenances as a result of site development.
18

The quantity of materials stored on the project site shall be limited, as much as practical, to that quantity
20 required to perform the work in an orderly sequence. All materials stored on-site shall be stored in a neat,
orderly manner, in their original containers, with original manufacturer’s labels.
No chemical(s) having the potential to be released in stormwater are to be stored or used onsite unless
21 permission for the use of such chemical(s) is granted in writing by the ECM Administrator. In granting
approval for the use of such chemical(s), special conditions and monitoring may be required.
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Bulk storage of allowed petroleum products or other allowed liquid chemicals in excess of 55 gallons shall
22 require adequate secondary containment protection to contain all spills onsite and to prevent any spilled
materials from entering State Waters, any surface or subsurface storm drainage system or other facilities.
23

No person shall cause the impediment of stormwater flow in the curb and gutter or ditch except with
approved sediment control measures.

Owner/developer and their agents shall comply with the “Colorado Water Quality Control Act” (Title 25,
Article 8, CRS), and the “Clean Water Act” (33 USC 1344), in addition to the requirements of the Land
Development Code, DCM Volume II and the ECM Appendix I. All appropriate permits must be obtained by
24
the contractor prior to construction (1041, NPDES, Floodplain, 404, fugitive dust, etc.). In the event of
conflicts between these requirements and other laws, rules, or regulations of other Federal, State, local, or
County agencies, the most restrictive laws, rules, or regulations shall apply.
25 All construction traffic must enter/exit the site only at approved construction access points.
26 Prior to construction the permittee shall verify the location of existing utilities.
27

A water source shall be available on site during earthwork operations and shall be utilized as required to
minimize dust from earthwork equipment and wind.

28

The soils report for this site has been prepared by ____________________________________ and shall
be considered a part of these plans.
At least ten (10) days prior to the anticipated start of construction, for projects that will disturb one (1) acre
or more, the owner or operator of construction activity shall submit a permit application for stormwater
discharge to the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, Water Quality Division. The
application contains certification of completion of a stormwater management plan (SWMP), of which this
Grading and Erosion Control Plan may be a part. For information or application materials contact:

29

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
Water Quality Control Division
WQCD – Permits
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South
Denver, CO 80246-1530
Attn: Permits Unit
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4. Applicant Comments:

a

ALL ITEMS MARKED "N/A" ARE ITEMS THAT ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROJECT. ALL REQUIRED ITEMS
APPLICABLE TO THE PROJECT ARE INCLUDED IN THE GEC PLANS.

b

c

5. Checklist Review Certifications:

Engineer of Record:
The Grading and Erosion Control Plan was prepared under my direction and supervision and is complete
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. Said Plan has been prepared according to the criteria
established by the County for Grading and Erosion Control Plans.
a
______________________________________ _______________
Engineer of Record Signature
Date
Review Engineer:
The Grading and Erosion Control Plan was reviewed and found to meet the checklist requirements except
where otherwise noted or allowed by an approved deviation request.
b
______________________________________ _______________
Review Engineer
Date
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